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ABSTRACT 
We consider a new approach to the block SOR method applied to linear systems 
of equations which can be written as a matrix equation AX - XB = C. Such systems 
arise, for example, from finite difference discretizations of separable elliptic boundary 
value problems on rectangular domains. On one hand, this gives us an iterative 
method for the solution of such matrix equations (e.g., Lyapunov’s matrix equation 
where I3 = - AT), and on the other hand, the problem of choosing appropriate 
parameters for the block SOR method can be written in a more compact form which 
may be helpful, especially, for non-self-adjoint problems, i.e., if A and B are 
nonsymmetric. Using this technique, we determine-under more general assump- 
tions than those of Chin and Manteuffel-the optimal SOR parameters for the model 
problem of a convection-diffusion equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The successive overrelaxation @OR) iterative method has been studied 
for 40 years. Important contributions to SOR theory came from D. Young and 
R. S. Varga; their books [18, 161 are widely known as references. Most results 
are concerned with the application of SOR to symmetric positive definite 
systems. Nonsymmetric problems are treated, e.g., by Kjellberg [B] and by 
Niethammer [9]. 
Already in the fifties, for the iterative solution of self-adjoint elliptic 
boundary value problems, block methods such as block SOR and line 
relaxation were extensively examined (see again [18, 161). During recent 
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years there has been increasing interest in the solution of non-self-adjoint 
problems. Chin and Manteuffel [3] examined block SOR applied to a model 
problem of convection-diffusion type; block Jacobi and block Gauss-Seidel 
applied to cyclically reduced systems were studied by Elman and Golub 
15, 41. 
In this paper we apply the SOR method to the solution of matrix 
equations 
AX-XB=C, (1) 
where A E [w’“,‘“, BE R”,“, C E R”‘*” are given and a matrix X E iw”‘,” 
fulfilling (1) is sought. There are many applications for such matrix equations; 
e.g., for B = - AT we get the Lyapunov matrix equation, which is well known 
in stability theory and in control theory (cf. [l] and [2]). Of course, (1) can be 
written as a system of linear equations 
Gx=d (2) 
of order mn. One possibility for deriving iterative methods for the solution of 
matrix equations (1) is to take any of the well-known iterative methods for 
the solution of (2) and to reformulate it for (1). Conversely, starting with a 
system (2) it is sometimes feasible to write it as a matrix equation (1); this is 
true especially if (2) has some regular block structure, as often happens in 
connection with the discretization of elliptic boundary value problems. 
In recent years, various techniques have been suggested for the solution 
of matrix equations AX - XI3 = C, including direct algorithms like the 
Hessenberg-Schur method by Golub, Nash, and van Loan [7] and iterative 
ones, e.g., the method proposed by Smith ([12]; see also Bamett and Storey 
[2]). An intimate connection between Smith’s algorithm and the method of 
alternating directions (ADI) was mentioned by Wachspress in [I7]. In [I31 
the optimal choice of parameters for this method is studied for nonsymmetric 
matrices A and B. 
Our purpose in the present paper is twofold: First, we examine the block 
SOR method applied to (2) as an iterative method for solving matrix 
equations (1). Moreover, the formulation as a matrix equation leads us to a 
more compact notation for the problem of determining an optimal SOR 
parameter. 
In Section 2 we explain in more detail the relations between (1) and (21, 
i.e., the connection between the matrices A, B, and G. Furthermore, we 
introduce the SOR method for (1) by the application of block SOR applied to 
(2). The problem of determining an optimal SOR parameter for matrix 
equations AX - XB = C-or, in other words, an optimal w for the block 
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SOR method applied to systems of equations (2) which can be written as (1) 
-will lead us to the minimization problem 
where T,(p) denotes the point SOR operator corresponding to A - PI. This 
derivation and the application of SOR to (2) are also part of the thesis of the 
first author [14]. 
In the following section we will introduce the model problem of a 
discretized convection-diffusion equation in the notation AX - XB = C, and 
we will show how useful bounds for the eigenvalues of the matrices A and B 
are obtained. It is shown that, assuming we have compact sets E and F in 
the complex plane containing the spectra of A and B, we are led to the 
problem of minimizing the maximum of a function with respect to E and F. 
In Section 4 we show how this minimization problem can be solved 
numerically if E and F are rectangles, as can be achieved by applying 
Bendixson’s theorem. We will see that the maximum on the infinite sets E 
and F can be replaced by one on a discrete point set, which gives the 
possibility of using any software package for minimizing a function with 
respect to one real parameter. For the special case treated by Chin and 
Manteuffel [3] E and F are intervals; we indicate how their results come out 
of this approach. 
2. SORFOR AX-XB=C 
A matrix equation of the form (1) can always be written as a large linear 
system (2) with an (mn,mn) matrix of special structure. If we put the 
coefficients of the unknown matrix X row by row into the vector 
x= X1l,...,Xln,...,T,“l,...,~~~ ( jT7 
we obtain a linear system of equations with the coefficient matrix 
1 alA - BT a12L 
\ . . . almL 
AsZ, - Z,@BT= a21zn 
az2Zn- BT --* a2rn n I . > (4) 
, %zl~” amaIn *. * atnmZn - B' 1 
where 8 denotes the standard Kronecker product (cf. Bamett [l, p. 1651). 
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Our application of the SOR method to matrix equations AX - XI3 = C is 
equivalent to the block SOR method (cf. Varga [16]) applied to this large 
linear system. If we split the matrix A according to A = DA - L, - U, into 
its diagonal, (strictly) lower triangular, and (strictly) upper triangular parts, 
this iteration is given by 
[(DA - WL,) c9z, - z,@z3T]x(j) 
={[(l-w)D*+WUA]@z”-(l-W)z,,,@B~}X(j-l)+WC. (5) 
Translating (5) back into our notation as a matrix equation, this corresponds 
to 
( DA - w LA) X”’ - X’j’B 
=[(l-w)D,+wU,]X(j-‘I-(1-w)X(j-‘)B+oC. (6) 
The matrix equation arising in each iteration step can be solved in a 
relatively simple way. We write (6) as 
’ a11 
ma21 a22 
\ watTI1 warn2 
x1\ ‘b b,, ... b,,\ 11 
x2 b21 b,, ~0. b,, 
- . zx r.h.s., (7) . * . 
\xm/ b \ nl i,,, . -.. h,,, 1 
where the rows of the unknown matrix X(j) are denoted by xi, x 2, . . , x ,,l. We 
compute the solution matrix row by row from the top to the bottom. The i th 
row of the matrix equation (7) reads 
i-l 
w C aikxk + aiixi -x,B = r.h.s., 
k=l 
(8) 
where the first term on the left hand side is already known. Thus, (8) can be 
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written as a linear system of equations 
( BT - a,,z,)x~ = CT 
with some right hand sides cy E C”. This means that for each row of X(j) we 
have to solve a linear system with the coefficient matrix Br - aiiZn E C”,“. 
For our model problem of discretized convection-diffusion equations Br is 
tridiagonal, which means that we have to solve a tridiagonal system also in 
each substep (8). Equation (7) is in some sense the “natural way” to look at 
the block SOR method, since this is the way the algorithm should be 
implemented. 
The linear system of equations with the matrix (4) was obtained by using 
rowwise numbering of X. Similarly, columnwise numbering and applying the 
block SOR method to the resulting linear system of equations leads to the 
iteration method 
Ax(j) - x(j)( D, - d,) 
=(l-w)~(j-l)_x (j-“[( 1 - w) D, + WL,] + oc, (9) 
where B = D, - L, - U, denotes the corresponding splitting into the diago- 
nal, lower, and upper triangular parts. 
We consider now the problem of determining an optimal parameter for 
this SOR method-or, in other words, an optimal w for the block SOR 
method applied to systems of equations of the special form (2) with the 
coefficient matrix (4). 
We restrict ourselves to the case (6) for our derivation of the minimiza- 
tion problem. With the error matrix E(j) := X - X(j) we obtain from (6) 
( DA - wL,) E”’ - E’j’B = [ (1 - w) DA + wUA] E(j-‘) - (1 - co) E’j- “B. 
(10) 
With the linear operator T: Cm,n + Cm,n, given by Y := T(X), where 
(DA-wL~)Y-YB=[(~-~)D~+wU~]X-(~-+B, (11) 
this can be written as E(j) = T( E(j-“) = Tj( E(O)). Thus, it is clear that for 
optimizing the convergence we have to choose o in such a way that the 
spectral radius of the operator T becomes minimal. 
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At this point, we need a well-known result about matrix equations 
AX-XB=C. 
THEOREM 1 (Gantmacher [6, p. 2381). For any given right hand side 
c E @m-n, the matrix equation AX - XB = C possesses a unique solution 
x E Cm,,, if and only if the matrices A E Cm,“’ and B E a=“,” have no 
common eigenvalues. 
An elegant proof of this result is due to Ostrowski and Schneider [lo, 
Lemma 11. 
COROLLARY 2. For the operator T given by (111, the spectrum a(T) and 
spectral radius p(T) are given by 
4T) = ( -+4-)IL- oL*)-l[(l-w)(D*-pz,)+ou*]): 
P E W) (12) 
and 
p(T) = max 
CL E a(B) 
P (DA - ~1, ( - wLJ’[(l- w)(DA-pz,)+ On*]). 
(13) 
Proof By inspection of (11) we see that T E a(T) is equivalent to the 
existence of a matrix X E Cm,“, X # 0, with 
By Theorem 1 the matrices (7 + o - l)D, - OTL* - WV, and (7 + o - 1)B 
have an eigenvalue in common, i.e., 
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Hence, there exists a /_L E a(B) with 
0 E U((T + o - l)( DA - pZ,,) - mLA - co&). (14) 
Substituting an eigenvector into this equation, we observe that (14) is 
equivalent to 
TECT (DA-pZ, c -wLA)-‘[(l-w)(DA-~Zm,+uuA]), (15) 
which implies (12). 
The relation (13) is now an immediate consequence of (12). n 
The expression 
L(P) := (Dzt - ~4, - @L,) -‘[Cl - w)( DA - /-A) + oh] 
which appears in Lemma 2 is just the (point) SOR operator corresponding to 
A - PI,,,. Thus, to optimize the convergence of the method with respect to 
(1) we have to solve the minimization problem (3) 
i.e., we have to choose the SOR parameter in such a way that the maximum 
of the spectral radii of a whole class of SOR operators is minimal. It will be 
shown in the following section that this formulation is advantageous for the 
determination of the optimal SOR parameter. Before doing so a remark 
should be added: In general, we do not know the spectrum a(B) explicitly, 
but often we can determine a compact subset F of the complex plane with 
a(B) c F. This leads to the minimization problem 
Obviously, for each o E C we have 
(16) 
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We therefore get a lower bound for the minimum in (16) if we determine the 
optimal w for each fixed /.L E F and then take the maximum of all these. 
3. OPTIMAL SOR PARAMETERS FOR THE MODEL PROBLEM 
As a model problem, we will consider the boundary value problem 
4X,Y) = dX,Y), (x>Y) l as> (18) 
on the unit square S := ((x, y) E [w” : 0 < y < 1, 0 < x < 1) with the boundary 
as. Here, the functions a, b :[O, 11 + [w are assumed to be continuously 
differentiable, f : S U ~3s + R and g :aS + IF! to be continuous, and c to be a 
nonnegative constant. We can interpret (18) as a special case of a 
convection-diffiion equation (see, e.g., Chin and Manteuffel [3]). 
We describe now how a matrix equation of the form (1) is obtained from 
the discretization of (18) using central differences with stepsize h = l/(n + 1). 
Our aim is to enumerate the elements uij of the unknown matrix X in such a 
way that uii stands for the approximate value of the function in the i th row 
and jth column of the mesh. Thus, we set lcij := u(xj, yi) with xj := jh, 
j=l ,..., n, y,:=l-ih, i=l,..., n. With respect to this numbering the 
multiplication of X from the left by the matrix 
A= 
2+ ;hP 
h 
-l-pl 
-l+;az . . 
h 
-1+p 2+ ;hP 
(19) 
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just stands for applying the difference operator corresponding to the dis- 
cretization in the y-direction. Similarly, the multiplication from the right by 
B=- 
-,-;h, 
2+;h2 
(20) 
arises from the discretization in the x-direction. Here, a, := a(y,), i = 1,. . . , n, 
and bj:=b(xj), j=l,..., n, denote the values of the functions a and b, 
respectively, at the grid points. The right hand side consists of the discrete 
values of f(x, y) and, in the first and last row and column, of the boundary 
values g(x, y>, 
To obtain useful bounds for the eigenvalues of A and B, instead of 
applying Bendixson’s theorem (see, e.g. [15, Theorem 6.9.151) directly, one 
should first carry out the following similarity transformation. 
It is easily seen, by looking at the characteristic polynomials of the 
principal submatrices, that the matrix A of (19) has the same eigenvalues as 
10 71 
71 
7,--l 
\ T”-1 0 
with 
(21) 
The coefficients of this matrix are either real or purely imaginary, according 
as the modulus of the grid Reynolds numbers a, := a,h /2 is greater or less 
than 1. Splitting A into its Hermitian and skew-Hermitian parts leads to 
rectangular bounds for the spectrum which are often much better than those 
from the direct application of Bendixson’s theorem. In particular, for TV real 
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for i=l,..., n - 1 or 7i purely imaginary for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, we obtain 
intervals as spectral bounds for 6, while the direct application of Bendixson’s 
theorem to A would, in general, yield rectangles. Of course, the matrix B 
should be handled in the same way. 
We wish to solve the minimization problem (16) for our model problem 
of discretized convection-diffusion equations. 
THEOREM 3. The minimization problem (16) is equivalent to minimizing 
K(0)+\j[K(0)]2-4(U-1)2 
2 
(22) 
where 
K(W) = (23) 
with 
and 
e=wRe 
A-Y ImhImp+(ReA--y)(Rep-7) -Z&j 
CL-Y (Re~-~)2+(Im~)2 ’ 
q=wImA-y=w 
(Rep--)Imh-(ReA-y)Imp 
P-Y (Rep - Y)‘+(Imp)a ’ 
y=2+Ch2 
2 ’ 
Proof. Obviously, r is an eigenvalue of 
SORFOR AX-XB-C 
if and only if there exists a vector x E [w” with 
[(Y - P)Z, - &&x = [(I- W)(Y - P)Z, + m&lx 
or, equivalently, 
Hence, 
(T + fiJ - l)(Y - CL) 
0 
Ea(UA+TLA). 
365 
(24) 
From the characteristic polynomials of the principal submatrices we observe 
that 
h 
1+ p-l 
0 
has the same eigenvalues as fi(A - -yZ,). Hence, T being an eigenvalue of 
T,(p) is equivalent to 
+T+ffg)=~ (25) 
being fulfilled for some A E a(A). 
If we set 
A-Y 
t=wRe- 
P-Y 
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A--Y 
q=oIm- 
I-L-y’ 
we obtain 
and 
W--l 
lrnfi l-- = 
i i 171 q; 
hence, 
This leads us to the quadratic equation 
as-(~2+?++2(0-1)[~2-?+2(0-1)]=0 
with the solutions 
(+ - ‘t2 + + I 
2 
+2(0-1)(77~-5~)+4(w-l)~ (27) 
for cr := ~T(+(w - 1)2/ 1~1. However, it is easily seen that only the positive 
sign in (27) leads to a u for which the quadratic equation for 171 has a real 
solution. 
So far, we have shown that if T is an eigenvalue of T,(p), then 
I 
7 
I= af\/a2-4(0-q2 
2 (28) 
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with o fulfilling (27). On the other hand, if we want to maximize 1~1, we only 
have to look at the positive square roots in (28). That each solution of these 
two quadratic equations, taken the positive sign in (27), also leads to a 
solution of (25)--and therefore to an eigenvalue r of T,(p)-can be seen by 
verifying that 
has the desired properties. 
The fact that (71 is monotonically increasing in u implies that it is 
sufficient to maximize u, which by (27) is just the function X,(&/L) in the 
theorem. n 
REMARK. It should be noted that Theorem 3 is, of course, not only true 
for the model problem. For the derivation of (25) all that has to be assumed 
is that A is consistently ordered (with constant diagonal elements). 
Since we do not want to use the explicit eigenvalues of A, but the 
information o(A) c E, the minimization problem (23) turns into 
min 
(l+0))“-4(W-1)2 
w 2 
with 
for the function X,(&/L) of Theorem 3. 
(29) 
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4. NUMERICAL ASPECTS 
The formulation of the SOR parameter problem in (29) would not be very 
promising if we had to compute the maximum on the infinite sets E and F 
numerically. But fortunately, at least for special regions-e.g., if E and F are 
rectangular domains as obtained by applying Bendixson’s theorem (see, e.g. 
[15, Theorem 6.9.15])-the maximum can only be attained at a few points on 
the boundaries aE and aF. This maximum on a discrete point set can then 
be evaluated without problems. 
In the sequel we want to determine this discrete point set. Let us assume 
that the rectangles are given by 
F=(pEc=:IRep+yl<p, lImk1LJ<p). (30) 
Note first that the maximum of the function ~~0, ~1 can only be attained at 
points of the boundaries aE and dF, i.e., 
This can be seen in the following way: From (25) we deduce that the SOR 
parameter problem has the geometrical interpretation of optimally enclosing 
the set 
D := 
A-Y 
-::h~E,puF 
P-Y 
with ellipses. Note that this is the approach used by Chin and Manteuffel in 
[3] to determine the optimal SOR parameter for the case that E and F are 
intervals. We saw in the proof of Theorem 3 that x,(A, ~1 is increasing with 
the modulus of the corresponding eigenvalue r [with the positive square root 
in (ZS)]. This implies that points A E E, p E F where A,(A.p) attains its 
maximum are points where the optimally enclosing ellipse touches D; thus 
they lie on the boundary. Furthermore, points on the boundary of D are 
necessarily of the form (A - -y)/(p - -y> with A E 6’E and p E aF. 
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Extremal points are located either at a comer of the rectangle or where 
the derivative in the direction of the boundary curve vanishes. Elementary 
but rather lengthy calculations show that 
8X, ax, 
-=O or -=O 
aReA aImA 
implies 
~17[4(w-1)Im~(Re~-y)--021mA(ReA-Y)l=0~ (32) 
whereas 
ax, ax, 
-=() or -= 0 
8Rel-L aIrnk 
implies 
where 
<bA=(Reh-y)ImA, &=(ReA-y)2-(ImA)2 
and 
There are four cases to consider: 
(i) 5 = 0 or 17 = 0; 
(ii) comers for /.L and corresponding extremal points satisfying (32) for A; 
(iii) comers for A and corresponding extremal points satisfying (33) for /_L; 
(iv) points satisfying (32) and (33). 
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(i): 5 = 0 implies 
Analogously, for n = 0 we get 
Since one of these conditions is always fulfilled (the first one for o > 1, the 
second one for o B l), there are always points with x,(h,/_~) > 2(w - 1) 
which implies that we can restrict ourselves to the cases considered above. 
The maximum is attained for /_L = - y + p, h = y + ih or h = y + (Y, respec- 
tively. 
(ii): The condition 4(w - 1) Im p(Re F - y) = w2 Im A(Re A - y) together 
with p = - y f p f iB implies 
x (h r,=< (ReA-y)2+(ImA)2 
w J 2 (2YrP)2+P 
+ ](ti2/2)[(Reh-y)2-(ImA)2]-2(w-1)[(2y7P)2-82]], (34) 
(2y T p>a+ 6” 
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If 16(w - 1)‘p2(2y T p)2 < 0402G2, the points 
h=y+a+ifj with +j = 
4( w - 1)&2Y T P) 
W2ff 
and 
A=y+f+i& with [= 
4(w - 1)(2Y T P)B 
W2h 
lie on the boundary of E and thus are candidates for maximum points. 
(iii): For A = y + QI + i&, (33) turns into 
(Rep - y)4-6(Rep - y)2(ImP)2+(ImP)4 
+2 f-i (ReCr-y)Im~[(Re,u--)‘-(ImP)2] 
( 1 
w2 
w-1) ( + 4( 
a2 + &2$ 
aB 
(Rep-y)Imp=O (35) 
For Re F = - y - p or Rep = - y + p this is a polynomial equation of 
degree 4 in Im /_L, and for Imp = _+ p’ a polynomial equation of degree 4 in 
Rep. After having solved these equations one has to check if the resulting 
points lie on the rectangle and then to take them as possible maximum points 
where x, has to be evaluated. Moreover, the comers p = - y 1 p f iB have 
to be considered here. 
(iv): Both conditions (32) and (33) being fulfilled gives x,,(h,p) = 210 - 11. 
Thus, it is not possible that the maximum is attained at these points. 
Now, the SOR parameter problem is reduced to the problem of minimiz- 
ing a function which is given by the maximum on a discrete point set-and 
thus can,bs evaluated without difficulty-with respect to one real parameter. 
For minimization in one dimension (even for a nondifferentiable function, as 
is the case here) there exist very efficient methods like the “golden section 
search” algorithm (cf. [ll, p. 2771). 
A computer program of the SOR method for equations AX - XR = C 
with nonsymmetric matrices A and B should contain a subroutine for 
computing the optimal o, since this is not a big effort compared to the 
improvement of the convergence. There are two things to be done in this 
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subroutine. First, we have to determine the rectangles E and F where a(A) 
and a(B) are contained-this means that we have to carry out a few steps of 
power iteration with the symmetric and the skew-symmetric parts of A and 
of B. Then we have to compute the optimal SOR parameter with respect to 
this information, using the technique described above. The computer time 
for doing this is usually much smaller than one iteration step of the SOR 
method. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the Dirichlet problem (18) for a(y) = 6(1- y/2) 
and b(r) = SC1 - x/2). D iscretizing this problem by central differences 
leads to a matrix equation AX - XB = C with 
’ 0 -l-CT, \ 
-lfcr, 0 
A=2+ 
. . -l-u,_, (38) 
\ -1+o, 0 I 
and B = - A, where ai := 6h /2(1- ih /2), i = 1,. . . , n. This means that the 
grid Reynolds numbers ai vary between Sh/2 and 6h/4. From the 
application of Bendixson’s theorem to the corresponding matrix A [cf. (21)] 
for h = 0.01 we get rectangles 
and F = - E with the numbers cr, & listed in Table 1. There, u is the 
maximum grid Reynolds number, i.e., (+ = 6h /2 in this example. The 
TABLE 1 
SOR FOR THE MODEL PROBLEM 
c7 a L5 W”td SORho,,,) SOR(o = 1) 
0 1.9990 0 
1 1.6636 0 
1.2 1.5106 1.1581 
1.4 1.3148 1.7815 
1.6 1.0574 2.3037 
1.8 0.6890 2.7806 
2 0 3.2320 
3 0 5.3321 
4 0 7.3056 
5 0 9.2512 
1.9150 0.9150 
1.1750 0.1750 
0.9372 0.5651 
0.9144 0.5684 
0.9000 0.5266 
0.9072 0.4580 
0.8950 0.3700 
0.7154 0.7429 
0.4022 0.9702 
0.9980 
0.5070 
0.5847 
0.6799 
0.7420 
0.7486 
0.6528 
- 
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columns headed SOR(w,,) and SOR(w = 1) contain the spectral radii of the 
iteration operators for the optimal block SOR and the block Gauss-Seidel 
method, respectively. 
In this example, for u Q 1 we have real, for u > 2 complex intervals as 
eigenvalue domains. For 1 < v < 2 both the Hermitian and the skew-Hermi- 
tian parts of A and B [cf. (201 are nonzero, and thus E and F are rectangles. 
Table 1 indicates that optimal SOR is much better than Gauss-Seidel for very 
small grid Reynolds numbers or if they are larger than 2. 
Finally, we want to deduce the results that Chin and Manteuffel [3] 
obtained in a different way for the case that E and F are intervals from our 
approach. In the case that F = [ - y - f3, - y + /3] is a real interval, the 
optimal SOR parameter is explicitly known and given by 
Oopt= l+++L--J 
for E=[y-a,y+ctland by 
@Opt = l+/* 
(37) 
(38) 
for E = [y - G, y + iti] (cf. Varga [16], Young [18], Kjellberg [8], Nietham- 
mer [9]). Note that in this case, 
i.e., we have equality in (17). This gives a new proof of (37) and (38). 
For the case that F is a complex interval there are only three points left 
where x,(A,~) can attain its maximum. For E = [y - a,y + al these are 
given by A, = y + a, 
PO=-Y> /_Q=-y+ig, 
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/+=--Y+i 47”- 8(o_l) a2 . 
The last one, of course, is a possible maximum point only if it is located in 
the interval considered. 
Analogously, for F = [y - i6, y + i&l we have A, = y + icE, 
l-Lo= -Y> /_L1 = - y + is, 
and 
i 
o2 I 
l/2 
p2=-y+i 4y2+ 
qw-1) 
&” . 
Chin and Manteuffel [3] obtained these results by optimally enclosing 
with ellipses a “bowtie” region where the eigenvalues of the block Jacobi 
operator are located. The case that x,,,(h,p) attains its maximum at the 
endpoint of the interval F is fulfilled if the ellipse intersects the bowtie 
region at a comer. The other two cases where the maximum is attained at 
interior points of the interval F correspond to the optimal ellipse osculating 
the bowtie region. Our approach avoids checking at which point the consid- 
ered ellipse touches the bowtie region by just considering every possible 
maximum point. That is, we evaluate x,(A,,~~), x,,,(Ao,pL,), and (if p2 is 
contained in F) ,~,(A,,F~), then take the maximum of these three values as 
K(W), and then apply the minimization algorithm to 
2 
As already mentioned above, another advantage lies in the fact that we can 
also handle the case where the eigenvalues of A and B are not located in 
intervals. 
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